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William Wordsworth said â€œChild is the father of man".  Kids are our first priority not because they are
the weakest ones, but because the basis for a lifetime knowledge and personality development is
laid in the most decisive years of early upbringing.

Children add up to principle possessions of any nation.  Children Development is as significant as
the growth of material resources and the finest way to build up national human resources is to look
after kids.  India has the major population in the world.  Maximum efforts are being made by India
for the progress and School education project.  Major development has been made in lots of fields
in promising kids their fundamental human rights.  Though, a lot is left to be done.  The country
renews its assurance and determination to offer the maximum priority to the fundamental wants and
rights of all kids.

Children are most at risk to abuse and ill-treatment.  It is unlucky that girls particularly face
devastating prejudice at all stages.  As a result, detailed attention is being given to the efforts to
develop the life and prospects of the Girl. And, lots more have to be done for the wellbeing, food
and schooling.

In India, thousands of Child care project are trying to make the life of kids a blissful experience. Any
Child Care NGO in India is able to make things simple for the government and the public, because it
takes care of every requirement. SAVE is an NGO of Child care programme.

Extreme efforts are being made by the Government for the progress and children welfare in India.  
Many policy programs are in use for this reason. Major development has been made in lots of fields
in promising kids their fundamental human rights.  Though, a lot is left to be done

No program of social welfare can afford to pay no heed to the children. As a result, a variety of
services have been offered to the kids at different areas from common social services. These
consist of funding for organizing holiday groups for school going kids of low-income families,
organization of Ashram schools, and treatment of handicapped, services, care and safety,
provisions for both institutional and non institutional services, a home to deal with the trouble of
young criminal behavior etc.
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